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Welcome to the Virtual Blog of the  

2020 Mega Month of Money tour 

WEEK 9 
Thursday August 6th to Wednesday August 12th  

  

Day 57 / Thursday August 6th 
 

Our only time obligation today is St Louis by 3.30pm in order to deposit current tour members at the Holiday Inn on South 
Lindbergh Boulevard. This hotel, besides being from the great IHG chain, is very handily placed to I-55 which runs down to 
Memphis. Importantly though, long before it gets to Elvis country, it goes straight past the outpost with the delightful 
name of Herculaneum. You may have heard of the adjacent town called Pevely, home of the Federated  Auto Parts (I-55) 
Raceway which is our destination tomorrow and Saturday for the World of Outlaws Iron Man races. But for now, we need 
to see some more of Route 66 before picking up Grant and Jennifer from 
Waikerie along with father / son Ian and Shaun from Warrnambool.   
 

Unlike some previous tours, last night was a quiet one in Bloomington 
after the Tractor Pull. The wind had come up out of nowhere so it was 
unpleasant to be sitting for too long around the two outdoor wooden 
tables provided by the hotel. While sitting there for the short time that we 
did though, Leigh noticed something etched into the timber of one of the 
table tops. We pondered upon it for some time before deciding that it said 
“2015 - Darren sat here.”  I was able to fill the group in on the night Darren 
did sit there for a very long time with a red cup in front of him and in fact 
had to call for a luggage trolley to get him back to his room. 
 

We followed R66 out of Bloomington through Atlanta. We didn’t stop for 
food because there was no place to stop at anymore, but did for a moment 
to get the obligatory photo with the big fella and his hotdog. Next was 
Lincoln, where you can’t help but drive right past the Logan County   

Chili Bowl 2015 - Freezing!! 
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Fairgrounds. Yep, there’s a speedway there too. But they weren’t 
racing at 10.00am on a Thursday morning, so there was no valid 
reason to stop, but we did of course for a short time as we did again 
a few hundred metres up the road where the Honourable Abe 
Lincoln sits in his giant covered wagon up by the bowling alley.  
 

After Lincoln, 66 runs parallel to 55 for 30 miles or so. The speed 
limit on 66 is 55, whereas on 55 it is 70. It’s quite weird after 57 days 
of having the opposing traffic passing you on the left-hand side, in 
this situation the traffic speeding the other way on the freeway is on 
your right-hand side. If you understood all that, you’re better than I 
am Gunga Din.   
 

Following Lincoln was a tiny place called Williamsville 
where you’ll find "the old Route 66 Gas Station". Great video. Now closed, we were fortunate enough to be 
passing through on the 2016 MoM tour and we found the owner in the process of offering everything for 
sale. If you lived in the US, you could have had as much as you could have fitted in your truck.  

For us, sadly it was just small items that would fit in our luggage. Next up was Springfield where after visiting the Illinois 
State Fairgrounds and Lincoln’s Tomb, lunch was beckoning. And there was no better place than Jungle Jim’s. Jim Davison 
is a long-retired speedway racer at the now shuttered Springfield Speedway, as well as most of the other 31 dirt ovals in 
Illinois. I’m sure Jim doesn’t sit there and wait for us to arrive in any given year, but he sure seems to have a lot of fun with 
us when we do turn up. He proudly shows the group all the photos on the walls of him in his cars and him with anyone else 
in their cars. He tells stories galore and always has “arguments” with his former wife who works in the business with him. 
Friendly of course and very much staged for the customers.  
 

Springfield to St Louis is 108 miles and we needed an hour and 43 minutes to do that. Our 3.30pm arrival was perfect, 
allowing Tim and I to get on the road to the airport and also the Budget car rental place to pick up another Ford to 
accommodate our four new guests. All of that was achieved in good time and we were back at the Holiday Inn before 
6.00pm with Grant, Jennifer, Ian and Shaun. All four had enjoyed short holidays in San Francisco and Las Vegas respectively 
before flying in to St Louis, so they were already adjusted to the American time zones and were ready to get going. We 
now have a black, a white and a silver Ford to shoot up and down the freeways.  
 

The introduction to the group happened over dinner at the nearby Red Lobster which, despite its name, does offer 
excellent selections other than just seafood. Although I reckon you’d be mad not to at least consider these combinations. 
 

Day 58 / Friday August 7th 
 

It was a glorious day to go sightseeing in St Louis and for night 1 of the Iron Man at Pevely. 
Prior arrangements and reservations had been made for us to take the traditional one hour 
voyage on the Tom Sawyer riverboat for a couple of miles up and down the Mississippi. And 
after that it was the journey to the top of the Gateway Arch. It’s about 60 stories high and 
is accessed by small vertical tram like lifts which travel up and down the inside of each leg 
of the Arch.  It can be claustrophobic and the feeling at the top looking out from the window 
slits is certainly not for everybody. So, it becomes a purely optional excursion.  
 

What I always thought would be a reasonably rare occurrence happens more often than 
you think. One of the fascinations of the Mississippi for me has always been how the barges 
transport their cargo up and down the river with so much ease. The maximum is 15 barges 
tied together in what’s called a “tow”.  Each holding 1,500 tons. That’s 22,500 tons in total. 
Every one of those ‘tows’ takes 630 semi-trailers off the interstates.  

https://vimeo.com/19449706
https://www.redlobster.com/menu/shrimp-lobster-crab-combinations
https://www.gatewayarch.com/
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This video taken from the top of the Gateway Arch looks east over St Louis back into Illinois. Click the 
links or scan the QR codes. The appearance of the 15-barge ‘tow’ as I was shooting, proves that they are 
more regular than you might think. Each barge is 66 metres long and 12 metres wide. Tie up 15 together 
and the skipper of the tugboat has to manoeuvre a monolith that weighs 22½ million kilograms and is 
three acres in area, up river at 8 kmh for 1,800 kilometres. I’m told that they get paid well ….     

  
Looking the other way out of the Gateway Arch  not only shows you the size of the windows up there, but 
also Busch Stadium where the Cardinals play (there was a game on at the time) and downtown St Louis.    
  

Anheuser Busch’s Budweiser Brewery is still on the Friday agenda, but I’ll have to rethink the timing of it as they have 
dramatically altered the offering we have been accustomed to. The complimentary tours are still on, but the frequency of 
them has been dramatically reduced, with free beer no longer an inclusion. For $10 you can take the 75-minute “Day Fresh 
tour” which is much like the free tour, except it offers included beer samples and a (full) bottle to take with you. However, 
the timing of those tours is awk-ward for us. We can only get there around 1.00pm lunchtime and need to be gone by 
2.45pm and although we took the tour and enjoyed it, lunch in the Biergarten did not happen unfortunately.  
 

Re-energised with beer that couldn’t have been any 
fresher, we left the Brewery to get back to the Holiday 
Inn (via a Subway for some footlongs) to prepare for the 
speedway. Friday night always has a great crowd, but it 
is nowhere near what it will be like tomorrow night, 
which requires an even earlier hotel departure. At 
4.00pm we drove south out of the hotel carpark down I-
55 and at 4.22pm drove in to the speedway carpark to be 
confronted by an horrendous sight.  
 

Over the years we are always visited during tailgating by 
Andrew (centre) and his friends Billy (r) and Billy (l). That ute 
they are sitting on was actually on its way to see if we 
had arrived yet and we followed it down to our regular 
parking spot, just below John Gibson’s RV up on the hill.    
 

Andrew lives locally and is the curator for several school 
sporting fields near his home. Never misses a race at I-55, irrespective of what’s on. Loves a beer and looks after Billy and 
Billy like brothers. Perhaps they are? Both Billys are always around before the races, but rarely are they sighted afterwards. 
Generally, they’re passed out horizontally in, or on, that same truck. Andrew was overwhelmed when he became the proud 
owner of a brand new Global Speedway Tours’ cap.  I think we can be reassured that it will now make an appearance every 

https://vimeo.com/446333749
https://vimeo.com/446339602
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year the Iron Man is on and we are there to watch 
it. “In fact,” he said to nobody in particular, “I’m 
gonna wear this m’ fker when I’m flyin’ muh plane”. 
Those in earshot who heard this, dropped their own 
beers in shock and awe. Andrew’s a pilot?? 
 

Eventually the parking lot tailgating tapered off as 
people broke away to enter the track. Seating is 
now always on the back straight for both nights 
where you can overlook the pits as well, but in the 
early years we have been on the front straight. But 
the lack of allocated space per derriere is less than 
appealing, so we shifted. One of those 
times was six years ago. As this special 
video will demonstrate, Friday night in 
2014 was spectacular…and a very late 
one.    Either click or tap here or scan the QR code .           
 

Night 1 in 2015 also brought forth an opportunity for Perth tour member, Tegan 
Crake (now Durbridge) to capture a once in a lifetime shot from the front straight 
grandstand when she had her telephoto lens aimed at turn 3 when Kevin Petty went 
in too hard and clobbered the fence big time. So much so in fact, that Tegan’s photo 
graphically captures the moment when his helmet flew off in the impact, along with 

a rod end from 
somewhere on the 
car. This photo 
hasn’t seen the 
light of day before.         
 

Jason, Tegan’s 
husband inspects 
the cushion at I-55 
after racing had 
finished that same 
night. 
 

But back to the here and now, it was Sheldon Haudens-
child who drove away from Brad Sweet to win the Night before the Iron Man, as they call it. Seemingly Sheldon hadn’t 
changed a thing on the car since this same time 12 months ago when he put in what Johnny Gibson said at the time was 
the best drive he had ever seen to win the 2019 Iron Man by an entire lap in a non-stop race.      
 

Day 59 / Saturday August 8th 
 

More sightseeing on the cards today when everyone 
jumped in the Fords and in convoy we went back 
north up I-55 to a place that has become a regular 
stop for us. The Country Classic Cars collection in 
Staunton never fails to capture hearts and minds. For 
most it’s just the heart, but for some it’s the mind, and 
their money, with several purchases having been 
made either on the spot, or later on when back in 
Australia.  This blue 1966 Chev Corvair convertible ➔ 
was the second car purchased by the Mounties. But it 
was the only one which ever made it to Geelong. The 
first one was burnt to a crisp in a fire even before it 
left the show room in Staunton in 2017. 
 

After inspecting Classic Cars we cruised for a while up Route 66 viewing old classic gas stations in Mt Olive, Pink Elephant 
markets in Livingstone (yes Shayne your flag is still there) before lunching in Litchfield at what is historically recorded as 
the oldest original Diner on the entire 2,448 miles of the Route 66 “Mother Road”. Yes, it’s the marvellous Ariston Café 
which, over the years of going in there, we have agreed has the most delightful selection of desserts known to man. 
Whether it’s a full-blown lunch, or just coffee and a pie chaser, doesn’t matter. Step inside and experience what it was like 
to break the three-day trip between from Chicago to St Louis during the dustbowl of the 1930’s.  

https://vimeo.com/446440573
https://vimeo.com/446440573
https://vimeo.com/446440573
https://vimeo.com/446440573
https://vimeo.com/446440573
http://countryclassiccars.com/
http://ariston-cafe.com/
http://ariston-cafe.com/
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Built in 1935, the Ariston was a beacon for weary 
travellers fed up with car breakdowns, punctures and 
mud. It is a pleasant place that provided warmth from 
the snow in winter and ice-cold drinks in the sweltering 
summers. But most of all it’s the pies that did, and still 
do attract the travellers, some of whom simply drive up 
here from St Louis for lunch!       
 

Time to start thinking about leaving Litchfield for the 
hotel to get ready for tonight. The weather is still 
amazingly good which is unusual for Pevely because we 
understand that the words Iron Man mean rain in the 
local Herculaneum language. Or, if it’s not rain, the 
Mississippi which runs past the speedway has burst its 

banks and flooded the joint. Neither has happened today, so we’re looking good.  
 

There was no Andrew as we drove in to the parking lot, but he’ll find us. There are two people on this tour who always find 
us. Andrew is one and the other is our Aussie mate “Wayne the Train”, but he’s unlikely tonight as the sprintcars have 
wings on. Plenty did find us though, including the local constabulary.  He was on promotional duty and was cruising in the 
cruiser, stopping when he liked. He found some Aussies and stayed for 30 minutes just chatting. The number of those 
“Osssies” though had increased remarkably thanks to the Straya flags permanently attached to the back doors of the Fords.  
 
 
 
 
Mick and Kim 
with their kids 
Ambrose and 
Rusty were 
some of those 
guests.  
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Inside the track, where we eventually finished up, I took the opportunity to film from right up at the fence 
on suicide corner, otherwise known as turn 4. The speed the cars approach and go through here is mind-
boggling, as is the noise. If you want to take a look, then click here or scan the QR code to the right.   Oh, 
and turn up the sound so you can annoy the full gamut of yours and everyone else’s senses.    
 

For once I haven’t yet mentioned Kyle Larson. He raced last night, but in his 
mind he had a fail because he could only finish sixth, meaning Katelyn had to 
buy her own beer. But this evening the photographers had the Busch Light 
for her to shotgun in front of the cameras as he won narrowly from Sheldon 
Haudenschild, Shane Stewart and Rico Abreu, despite Rico giving his 
Californian buddy a massive “hip and shoulder bump” on turn 1 to get 
through to the lead. Larson is continuing to steal Donny Schatz’s usual 
limelight at this time of year with Donny only winning one feature in the last 
22 WoO races.      

 

If you would like to watch Dirtvision’s highlights of tonight’s race, then click or scan here. It’s well worth it 
believe me. And in particular take careful note of Rico’s pass for the lead at the 4.17 min mark. Anyone else, 
but Larson would have upended it. 
 

There’s one more happening for this day that needs to be reported. For once we were ‘home’ before midnight and given 
that the built-up adrenaline hadn’t yet subsided after that humdinger of a race, I detected there was a need for a nightcap. 
It’s not hard to work that out when no one moves an inch after they get out of the bus. And besides, Kerry Madsen had 
won the 360 Nationals in Knoxville tonight, so a celebration was called for. And when you’ve got a classy hotel with a lovely 
big parking lot, there is no real reason why you shouldn’t use it.  
 

Now all readers should understand that we are a quiet, no issues bunch who are just excited that the Knoxville Nationals 
start next week. That’s all. And it’s legal (well nearly) to have an adult beverage on someone else’s private property. So, 

the appearance of the police car around 1.00am both 
was, and wasn’t a surprise really. The koalas and 
kangaroos stayed inside the bus for the moment as it 
could be implied that they rendered a suggestion of 
immediate bribery.  
 

The car pulled up and the occupant got out but stayed in 
the dark for a few seconds, eventually emerging from the 
shadows. And then at exactly the same time, the police 
officer and those who were on last year’s tour, realised it 
was Groundhog Day for everybody. Us, because it was the 
same cop who dropped in on us last year in Cahokia and 
Dave because he instantly said “Well welcome back you 
guys. Where the hell have you been? I’ve been drivin’ by 
the last two nights after the races and you weren’t here.” 

 

What an amazing coincidence, made even more so by the fact we are in a different hotel this year. “How did you know we 
were here?” was the first question that needed to be asked. “Well I am a cop, ain’t I” he shot back. “You have a website 
don’t ya!  I looked up your itinerary and you show the hotel name everywhere you go, so it weren’t that hard!” With that 
everyone relaxed, topped up their drinks and proceeded to listen to Dave tell some super stories. Just like last year, he had 
us in stitches with stories of his police dog Feight, born and trained in Munich and who could only understand commands 
in German. “We caught plenty of crooks, but never any Germans”.   Could easily have been a stand-up comic this man.  
 

His final words before being called away to some “trailer park foreplay” (his words for a domestic dispute) were “I wanted 
to say thanks again for the koala bear and the skippy you gave me last year. And also to let you know that my daughter 
had twins late last year and I need two more.”  They were duly handed 
over in return for another incredible evening.   
 

Day 60 / Sunday August 9th 
 

Today’s the day that some consider is the start of the real tour! Well 
that’s not the case as you now know, having read all of this Blog. But you 
can’t blame those who have never been to Knoxville before for being 
just a teensy-weensy bit excited. It is said that all roads lead to Knoxville.  
Well maybe that’s not quite right, but at least with us they’re assured of 
going to the right Knoxville. Similar to town names like Riverside (46), Franklin (39), Lincoln (36), Greenville (34), Clinton 
(27), Springfield (20) etc, there are 15 Knoxvilles scattered across the continent. And how do you know that Iowa is the 
one you want to go? Some finish up in Tennessee, 797 miles away. 

https://vimeo.com/446366968
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=rYT6YpJkJUM&feature=emb_logo
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But today it’s a trip that is the last long journey we will make on 
the tour. A mere five hours and 298 miles. In case you were 
wondering, before leaving this morning my black Ford (BF) has 
clocked up 11,137 miles (17,820 kms).  Double that to add in the 
white one. No scrapes or bruises on either van. And importantly, 
no breakdowns. Who said FORD stands for “Fix Or Repair Daily”?  
And now Tim will also maintain that fine record as he makes the 
convoy a threesome, so to speak. 
 

Morning tea was in Hannibal on the Mississippi. The town that is, 
not the morning tea. It was in Becky’s Old-Fashioned Ice Cream 
Parlour in the main street. If Mark Twain had known about 
Becky’s when he lived here, I’m sure he too would have bought 
his morning tea there. The thick shakes are thicker than a bowl 
of Tom Sawyer’s oatmeal.    
 

Onwards from Hannibal was along Route 6 to 63 and then to 
Kirksville where Moose had carefully selected a Hardees fast 
food restaurant to have lunch. A good choice too although it 
wasn’t the usual Hardees we stop in at Mt Pleasant on 34. But 
who cares, they are all the same. Or, are some better than 
others? Every time I eat in a Hardees it reminds me of the year 
2014 when (without realising) I dropped a credit card under-
neath the booth I was sitting at in the Mt Pleasant store.   
 

Upon reaching Knoxville we stopped at the racetrack to pick up all the pre-paid tickets for the forthcoming week of racing. 
Kim, the ticket office Manager, cheekily said “did you enjoy your lunch at Hardees in Mt Pleasant”?  I was flabbergasted. 
How did she know that? Kim unfolded the story for me. After we left the restaurant, the staff swept around the tables and 
found a Visa card on the floor in my name. Knowing we were Aussies and that we all had sprintcar t-shirts or caps on, they 
guessed (correctly) that we, like many others, were on our way to Knoxville.  
 

Cindy was the Manager and her husband was a Late Model racer, so she took charge and rang the Raceway. By a stroke of 
sheer good fortune, Kim answered the call and confirmed that yes, she did know Peter Physick and yes, she would get him 
to call her when he arrives later this afternoon. And I did call immediately and on Tuesday morning I had the Visa card back 
in my wallet courtesy of Fed Ex. So that’s why Hardees get our 
business on this same day every year! 
 

Today, after first checking that I had all my credit cards, we 
went straight through to Pella instead of stopping in at 
Knoxville.  After all, we would be back there in two hours’ time 
for Capitani night. The staff at the Royal Amsterdam Hotel in 
Pella  welcomed us back with open arms. It was like old home 
week. I was going to say that everything was exactly the same, 
but it wasn’t. It was better than that. The total refurbishment 
of all the rooms was now complete including the updates to 
Monarch’s Restaurant, now known as the Liberty Street 
Kitchen. The only items missing were Richard and Kellie, the 
former proprietors of Monarchs, now at the Pella Golf Club.  
 

The ride down to Knoxville is only 14 miles for us, each and every day. For some though during Nationals Week their return 
journey from hotel to race track can be 200 miles per day as available rooms are very thin on the ground.      
 

Sunday night at Knoxville is a non-sanctioned race put on by the track to give the growing crowd something to do on the 
Sunday night, as well as providing an opportunity for teams from out of state to get a few laps in before the Nationals 
begin on Wednesday night. As a result, usually about 70-80 cars turn up, but some don’t as well. D Schatz for example 
believes he’s already done as many laps around the half mile ribbon of Marion County clay as he needs to.  
 

There might only be 8,000 to 10,000 spectators which is a lot, but not at Knoxville which has grandstands that seat 29,500. 

And everyone of those seats will be occupied come Saturday night. Hence tonight there was ample opportunity to browse 

amongst the merchandisers for prized purchases before the big crowds filter in. And to visit the National Sprintcar Hall of 

Fame with its Museum and new Bryan Clauson wing. And having done that, and because the temperature and the humidity 

were vying to reach 100 first, the Dingus Lounge proved popular for what no doubt will be the first of many. First of what 

you say? Well the photo on the right below spells it out.  

https://royalamsterdam.com/
https://royalamsterdam.com/
https://www.sprintcarhof.com/
https://www.sprintcarhof.com/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Dingus-Lounge/201430846553185
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Over at the track, the racing was a great lead into what is still to come. In 

fact, so were the results. Kyle Larson had a night off which allowed 

everyone else a chance of the win. But strangely enough while victory 

tonight would be good, no one looked to be busting a gut trying. All they 

want to do is experiment with some different set up configurations and 

learn new tricks from watching others. If a win comes, well and good. The 

bank manager will be happy. Brian Brown streaked away from the field 

to take the win which he is good at doing in regular racing here at 

Knoxville. But luck has eluded him countless times in the Nationals finishing second four times. Will this year be his to 

celebrate?    

Day 61 / Monday August 10th   
 

The weather is still steamy, hot and humid. There’s a storm coming, if not today, tomorrow. Or both. Hopefully Oskaloosa 
will be OK, but we’ll have to wait and see what happens. This morning and the early afternoon are designated as ‘do it 

yourself hours’. But what I saw at 
8.00am (out my hotel window of 
course) is surely a modern miracle.   
 

There they were, Ben, Tim, Deryk, Leigh, 
Gary, Moose, Steve and Shaun, all about 
the same age, walking in a line up the 
left-hand side of the canal, before 
turning right over the little bridge 
towards the Cinema and then 
disappearing out of sight. They each 
wore a headband, shorts, singlet and 
runners and had a hotel towel around 
their neck. I kid you not the procession 
looked like a scene from the Great 
Escape when the prisoners marched out 
of the camp on work detail.  
 

I’m guessing Adam would have been there too, but he’d gone off to the airport in Des Moines to pick up Grant, our last  
member to join the tour.  
 

I thought about this for a while before it clicked. Back in Australia, Ben runs a very successful international weight loss 
business and Tim manages the health and fitness of all the staff and executives in Woolworths Head Office in Sydney. The 
Royal Amsterdam does not have a gym, but has negotiated the use of one for guests. And guess 
where it is? Up past the cinema and around the corner. There must have been some pretty 
serious talking going on in St Louis and in the bus that Tim was driving with all these “young” 
guys in it yesterday. Or was it a bet and six of them lost?  One day we might find out …..  
 

At 4.00pm we gathered in the foyer and welcomed Ando to the group. We are now 25 
in total for the last seven nights.  Everyone figured that their sprintcar knowledge 
will buff up a bit over the next week with the driver of #37 on board with us. 
Adam sponsors Grant through WASP Steering & Suspension and after this tour 
is done, both are staying on in the US for another month or so to go NASCAR 
watching on the eastern seaboard.  
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But now it was time to do some more sprintcar watching. There has been no rain, although it has threatened all day and 
still is. Oskaloosa is the same distance from Pella as Knoxville is. 14 miles, but in a different direction. Terry McCarl runs 
the Oskaloosa races when he hires the Fairgrounds for two nights. From what I have deduced over the years, if McCarl is 
promoting a race then expect rain on at least one night. He has loads of bad luck in that regard, but fortunately keeps on 
persevering with what was once called the Front Row Challenge, but is now known as the Osky Challenges.   
 

Tonight is the 410 winged cars supported by the 305’s. Tomorrow is the ASCS 360’s, plus the 410 non-winged cars. Sorry 
for the gobbledygook if you’re just a keen Blog reader. But if you’re a race fan as well, you’ll understand. But before we go 
inside there’s some serious meet ‘n greet tailgating to be done in the parking lot. Plenty of folks we’ve met over the last 
60 days have all descended into Oskaloosa, which is well known amongst the fans as “I went to a party and a race broke 
out”. Although we don’t go into the infield anymore, the shenanigans that go on in there are enormous. Once on the infield 
you cannot get back into the grandstand. Or at least, them’s the rules. But I think they get broken a few times. 

 
Toby Kruse is a name you may have heard of. Like Dave 
Argabright, Toby has become a good friend to Global 
Speedway Tours. He has been a speedway person all his 
life. Growing up as a kid in Boone, Iowa all Toby wanted 
to do was be the flagman at the local dirt track. He did.  
 

Then he wanted to be a promoter. He is, with 141 
Speedway in Wisconsin and Marshalltown in Iowa 
under his control. He didn’t really have any ambitions 
to be GM of Knoxville Raceway, but they made him an 
offer he couldn’t refuse. Two years he did that. He always wanted to own a bar. He does, with Toby K’s Hideaway in Boone. 
He also owns the gas station next door and the wedding reception hall. And he started Speed Shift TV (with others) before 
selling it this year to FloRacing.    But there’s still one thing he wants to do though. Visit Australia again …..     

http://www.oskychallenges.com/
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Despite all of that activity in his life, Toby still circles one date in his diary at the beginning of every year. The Monday night 
of the Osky Challenge when Terry McCarl invites him to take the flagstand as his own for the night. About five years ago 
Toby and I were enjoying a beer in Dingus when right out of the blue he said “Hey, why don’t you devise a system in your 
group to allow some folks to join me up on the flagstand one at a time during a race”?  I thought for a bit and then asked 
“now how am I going to work that out? The ones that draw the short straw and miss out will shoot me.”  
 

“Yeah, I guess you’re right” replied Toby. I feared at this point he may withdraw his offer. But he didn’t. He simply fired 
back with “OK, bring ‘em all up during the night. There’s enough qualifying and heat races to satisfy everybody”. And that’s 
what has happened every Osky Monday night ever since. The photo on the previous page shows Wayne up top with Toby. 
 

Not everyone wants to do it. It’s a bit like the Gateway Arch in St Louis. Some can’t wait for their turn. Others politely 
decline without needing to cite a reason. The adrenaline rush is unbelievable. Sprintcars virtually flying at 200 kmh beneath 
your feet with the turbulence from the wing enough to blow your toupée off.    
 

Wanna see it? Well this is the view they get. Click or scan for a 10 lap heat race up with Toby on the flags.  
    
The night’s winner? Well, following the fortnight he’s just had, it was well deserved. After being released 
from the KCP Racing #18, Ian Madsen found a ride with Guy Forbrook’s #5 and after a couple of impressive 
early showings at Knoxville and Huset’s, the team unexpectedly rolled through the pit gate at Oskaloosa to steal $11,000 
of Terry McCarl’s money. It must give them an enormous boost in confidence for the Nationals. The only bad luck on the 
night was for Global Speedway Tours.  Our regular favourite Friday visit to see Ian in Granger and to get a tour of KCP 
Racing’s shop has now disappeared.  
 

Day 62 / Tuesday August 11th  
 

Remember the reference to the heat and humidity? We were able to manage yesterday afternoon’s tailgating by keeping 
our fluids up and her upstairs kept the rain away all night. But clearly, she was unable to restrain herself any longer and at 
around 8.00am the winds were pounding Pella and the storm had arrived. Looking out my window again I saw the 
destruction beginning to occur. Those beautiful flower baskets, so used to hanging motionless every day were now 
becoming dangerous as they were whipped up by the winds and flung all over the place like lumps of clay off Ando’s right 
rear at Warrnambool.  
 

Speaking of which. You know what else I saw? Yesterday’s troupe of eight marching line abreast had now increased to ten, 
with Adam and Ando joining the pilgrimage. Dressed identically again, they boldly ignored the flowery basketballs as they 
were hurled around by the wind, with most finishing up in the canals. Once again, they crossed the little bridge and 
disappeared around past the Cinema. Off to the gym ….. !!  
 

The storm continued unabated for about an hour, with monsoonal rain arriving a few minutes after the 
lads vanished from sight. Now unfortunately I didn’t get any vision of this 2020 storm, but have a look at 
what I captured on the Saturday of the 360 Nationals in 2012.  It’s hard to believe this was 10.00am in 
the morning. It was Armageddon, but the racing went ahead that night at Knoxville without a delay. The 
winner was Shane Stewart, in a car owned and set up by none other than Paul Silva. In fact, Stewart won 
four 360 Nationals from 2010 to 2013 in Paul Silva cars. This has to be an omen for Kyle Larson next Saturday night ….. 
 

Storms don’t last long here as you’ve probably learned by now through your reading of the Blogs over the years. They are 
simply an occupational hazard to the promoter and usually if they come through early enough in the day the clean-up can 
quickly occur to allow racing to go ahead. This one this morning though might cause some issues as there are trees down 
everywhere and Oskaloosa is a fairgrounds track with plenty of trees in the parking lot. It’s one of Russell’s favourites! We 
can only wait for the decision later in the day.  
 

In the meantime, everyone knew they had to be assembled in the foyer at 10.00am for our annual Outlet Shopping 
extravaganza. This time we were heading to Des Moines and the brand new Outlets built there last year. Everyone was on  
time including the gym junkies who looked refreshed and ready to shop ‘til they drop.  
 

At around 2.00pm the news came through that Oskaloosa had packed up for the day. There would be no racing tonight 
and without another available day on the Southern Iowa Speedweek calendar, there was no option but to cancel totally. 
The troops were disappointed of course and expenditure at the outlet Stores dropped noticeably for about three minutes 
when the group text when around. Fortunately for the retailers, it picked up again almost instantaneously when a second 
text was sent to advise that instead of Oskaloosa, we would be heading to English Creek Speedway tonight instead. 
 

No one quite knew what English Creek was, but the fact that it had ‘speedway’ after its name looked good to them. A quick 
squiz at Twitter revealed that the promoter of this little gem of a track was going to make the most of the Osky cancellation 
and try to lure as many of their intending patrons over to him as possible. It was night 2 of the Outlaw Dirt Kart Nationals. 
A high banked 1/8th mile dirt oval it is, with over a hundred entries. It will do for some racing action tonight. 

https://vimeo.com/446964946
https://vimeo.com/446668505
https://vimeo.com/446668505
http://www.englishcreekspeedway.com/
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We were in no rush to get back to the Hotel, so after spending all they wanted to here, the group deposited their 100 or 
so shopping bags in the back of the Fords before trooping across the road to the adjacent Bass Pro. It was very handily 
placed for those who hadn’t yet experienced life in one of these showcase stores.         
 

By the time we got back to the Royal Amsterdam, the tyres on all three Fords needed to be pumped up such was the 
volume of shopping taken on board.  Opening the rear doors was a hoot as people struggled to recognise what was theirs 
and what wasn’t.  
 

English Creek was something different I suppose. Not what they signed up on the tour for to watch, but an able substitute 
nonetheless.     
 

Day 63 / Wednesday August 12th  
 

Preparing itineraries for each day is mandatory for a tour like this. It keeps you on track and motivated as you read ahead 
to see what’s still to come. But for a tour organiser, it can be fraught with danger. Rain is an unfortunate influence as we 
saw last night and on a couple of other isolated occasions over the last 63 days. (Just as an aside, the forecast for the next 
four days and nights is almost perfect. We will not lose another race.) And car owners can bring you undone as well. 
Witness Ian Madsen’s untimely departure from his KCP ride just a fortnight ago.  
 

Today we were down to go see 
Brooke Tatnell in his race shop here 
in Pella. The Vermeer Motorsports 
TK Concrete #55 team.  We’ve visited 
Brooke in each of the last four years, 
but in January he lost the ride to 
Hunter Schuerenberg.  Knowing that 
in advance however was helpful 
because I was able to get in touch via 
e-mail with the crew chief and asked 
him if it was OK if we still called in to 
say hi and make out that we knew 
what we were looking at!  Pleased to 
say that happened and it filled in the 
morning very nicely.  
 

A similar occurrence occurred three 
years ago when Kerry lost the 
Keneric sponsorship and the 
beautifully set up race shop in the old 
timber mill just outside Knoxville. I 
still fondly remember the stunning livery of his 2013 Nationals car which was on display in the workshop just waiting to be 
loaded up and let loose. Kerry was always an accommodating person to us and still is when our paths cross. These days his 
ride with Tod Quiring is based up in Minnesota and that’s not somewhere we go on this tour.  
 

Back to 2020 though and we still had stuff to do today. It was over at the Pella Golf and Country Club, the new workplace 
of Richard and Kellie Phillips. We had their VIP room booked for lunch with Dave Argabright as our guest speaker. It’s a 
date that is always set for Knoxville Nationals time and provided Dave doesn’t have any duties with MAV TV for the 
Wednesday, he loves travelling to Pella to get away from the madhouse that Knoxville can become for this broadcaster. 
 

Dave is a journalistic authority on racing and I regard him as the Bruce McAvaney of the sport in the USA. Extremely 
knowledgeable and a terrific raconteur who is easy to listen to.  Dave’s opening line of “auto racing started in America on 
the same day that Henry Ford built his second Model T” set the tone of the day. He retraced the steps that caused wings 
to be put on traditional sprintcars and he actually will happily tell you which class of sprintcar he prefers. But you’ll need 
to come along on tour one day to find out that answer.  
 

He continued with the history of the Knoxville Nationals and why it means so much to a driver, owner and crew to win it. 
He discussed all the books he has written and published and took as many questions as he could fit into the time available. 
A fabulous two hours, for which I’m always forever grateful. It’s the highlight of all tours when Dave is able to join us.   
 
And thanks Richard for the superb lunch. The rib eye was up to your usual excellent standard.  
 

https://daveargabright.com/
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It was now time to get to the Knoxville Raceway. We had 30 minutes to do everything that needed to be done. The Terrific 

Ten were delighted to see that Noni had washed all their gym clothing, headbands 
and all, from their 6.00am session this morning.  I did ask Tim if he could perhaps 
enlighten me as to what’s going on, but all he would say is that “it’s to get the junk 
out of our calves”. Not for one moment do I believe that, but I am impressed by 
their dedication.  
 

Perhaps the Health-e Men were dehydrated from all the exercise because we 
needed to stock up on the way. Here’s the receipt for the purchase. A carton of 
Bud Light (24) and one 30 pack of Busch. A carton of Coke cans and one of Diet 
Pepsi. 3½ litres of bourbon (1.75 litres of Old Crow and one of Ten High) plus a 
dozen Mike’s 8% Harder Lemonade. Plus, the Govt mandated container deposit on 
the cans and state tax. All up $112.10.   
 

For the Yanks reading this, be aware that one 1.75 litre bottle of Old Crow bourbon 
in Australia will set you back $90 bucks.  
 

Having secured all this extra liquidity for the boys, plus enough ice for three eskies 
from the Hotel ice machine, we settled in under the trees in our fold up chairs in 
the Veterans’ Hospital Administration parking lot. I’ll tell you more about the VA Hospital later, but suffice to say the 
Raceway hires the land to accommodate the number of cars having to be parked each night of the Nationals.  
 

So there we were with copious adult beverages, when all of a sudden the “youngsters” decided they wanted to visit Dingus. 
Not an unusual decision I must admit. You never know who you’re going top find in there. And besides, AJ puts on some 
fabulous entertainers every afternoon. By the time we caught up with them a few hours later, they had already finished a 
cornboard tournament and were on their second shout each. Remember that there are 10 of them. And to soak it all up, 
the Four and Twenty meat pies AJ had freighted over from Australia again just for the Australians were in high demand.    
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In case you’re wondering, Kyle Larson had the night off preferring to attempt to qualify tomorrow night for Saturday night’s 

$150,000 to win A Main. All entrants are separated into either Wednesday or Thursday to qualify.  So, he ducked over to 
Dingus to say hi to all this fans and Adam made sure that Kyle knew it was his birthday. As he went on to prove later in the 
week, Larson wasn’t the only person Adam had his photo taken with in the bar, or at the track.  
 

Both photos prove you can definitely meet anyone at Dingus. Stand there long enough and someone will walk past that 
you know. Bit like Times Square in New York. Old time speedway fans who were around in the 70’s will enjoy the second 
photo above. They will remember the names of Big Ed Wilbur (2nd from the right) and Leroy Van Connett (middle) with Bob and 
Pat and yours truly. We were introduced to these two great 
characters by Bernie Gordon and we chatted with them for 
at least an hour I’d say. Wonderful memories.          
 

Eventually racing won out over all the frivolity of the Dingus 
Bar and people gradually moved to cross Highway 14 at the 
pedestrian lights. Heaven can’t help you if you don’t.  It’s 
considered a crime worse than murder I reckon. On the way 
across Bob and Pat needed something to eat and a Philly 
Cheesesteak and a pork chop sambo won out.   
 

I had a walking taco. A great invention where a bag of corn 
chips is gently crushed before opening it up. All the taco 
ingredients of lettuce, cheese, onion, beans and the protein, 
a mixture of chicken, pork and beef, are scooped into the bag 
together sour cream and a plastic fork. $5 changes hands 
and away you go walking while eating. Sensational 
invention. I still hadn’t finished by the time we arrived at the 
back straight grandstand where we were sitting tonight. 
Practice over many years provides evidence that this gives 
you the best experience.  
 

The winners on track? Brad Sweet first, Kerry Madsen 
second and Aaron Reutzel in third. Kerry, fresh from his 360 
Nationals win, was true to his word and retained the chassis 
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that won him that title and simply put his 410 engine in that. It wasn’t Plan A, but the ease with which he won last weekend 
prompted the late call.  Will it work???        
 
Day 64 / Thursday August 13th  
 

The final three days of the Nationals coming up, horse power of a different kind and find out what the Terrific Ten are up 
to.  Stay tuned for Week 10, the final instalment.  
 

Please now go to Week 10 of the Virtual Blog for the 2020 Mega Month of Money tour 
Or return to Part 2 of the website Blog to find Thursday August 13th and read from there. 
You can also find Part 1 - June 9th to July 15th (weeks 1-5) at this link.    

http://globalspeedwaytours.com.au/2020/07/17/the-2020-mega-month-of-money-virtual-blog-part-2/
http://globalspeedwaytours.com.au/2020/01/10/the-2020-mega-month-of-money-blog-part-1/

